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Hemadpa1nthi style is mentioned as Ducof the major styles of Indian architecture. Hemadri Pandit 
x icnadpunt. who was the chief of the Yadeva ikiigdom of Devagiri from 1259 to 1274, used this type of 
building in many places in Maharashtra and the Deccan- Plateau, hence the name, Hemadpant. The 
Henadpanthi style of canstruction of the temptès survived and is still available to scholars today. Stones 

ed in buiding construction ane uaually desigued socut stones at different angles without having to fii 
hem with line or similàr grade, to make hen stck togetaer and to fât together. In tenaple-ike architecture, 

om the base to the top, the interlocking stictúre of the stone is harmonious and durable. The 
Ghrishneshwar temple at Elora ad the temple at 'Aundha Nagnath were some exámples of Hemadpanthi 
rchitecture. The present research paper discusseS the history of Hemadpanthi temple tradition. 

Hemadpanthi style is mentioned as one ofthe inajor styles of indian architecture. Hemadi Pandit 
Hemadpant, who was thé thief of the Yadaya kingdoti of Devagiri from 1259 to 1274, usedthis type of 

building in any plaçes in Maharashtra and the Deccan Platéan, hence the name Headpant. The 
Hemadpanthi styie of conistrution of the eniples siurvived and is stil available to scholars tod1y. Stones 

sed in bundng constructio are tsually desighec to cut stones at different angles without having to-fitl 
en with lime or similar grade, to make them stick together and to ft together: fa tempie-ike architecture, 
om the base to the top, the nterlocking suctureof the stone is harmonious and durable. The 
Ghrishneshwar temple at Ellora and the temple at Aundha Nagnath were some exampBes of Hemaddpanthi 
ahitecture. The construction was carried out witt the help of lime or any other material, only by placing 

nes on the siones in a certain îmanner or tby notching the stones. The main feature is the fornation of 

tenpie peaks. The shape of the base of the ternple is exactly the same size as the small igure that forms the 

a of he Amalka on the suimit. The foundations of these buildings are aranged st an angle, with the 

entrace arranged in front of one comet, assuning a square with angles to the major directions. When 

nall replicas of the peaks are placed one on top of the other from the bototn to the top; all these small 

aks seem to form large peaks. n order to buikd aniy building, some of the clay, ime, cement, etc. have to 

used so that the stohes or bricks stick toieach other But Hemadpanthi tenples are'an exception. These 

eples are cut into triangles, squarés, pentagons, circles, semicircles, etc.so that: they are placed so neatly 
each other that each part of the building carsupport the other and:the roof can emam safe. Such 

trueture of Hemadpanthi tenples: 
Pictufes of mythological cyents at carved on the pillars and roofs. In soie places :arches are 

pported by arches. The front pått is Bhojnandap. The walls are angled. All construction is in back 

one. The temples are facing ast: Ancient itscriptions are found on such temples. Hemadpanthi stye is 

so seen in some placçs in Kopeshwar tesnple. The year 1000 to 1350 AD is tho glorious poriod of 

Ladav's career. The chief of the YadavAs 0g emadpant. He was a Jearned architéct. Hemadpanthi style 

emples are found in forests, plateaus ior enywhere. The architect intYoduced the art of constructing temples 

h artistic designs of stoñes, using grooves and kangaroos as a support between two stones by the river, 

ithout any other support. The method of building a temple by placing stones on a stone. in a special way 

thout using lime existed even before Hemadpant. However, Hemadpant got the credit for this method, 

bably because he built many termples of his method. During his tune, the Mahanubhav sect began to 

pread in large oumbers. Henadpant is a staunch supporter of Sanatan DharmA: Therefore, by building 

ch temples on a large scale, he protested against the Mabanubhav sect. Erotic sculptures are found in the 

cmadpanthi temple. But there is one exçeptjon. In the open space in the middlo of the village, there is a 

va temple,and a Vishnu temple. Alhouh there ae sculptures of women in Vishnu temple, they are not 

odc. Lhe worngn whQ:58 dy. to fiht, with weapons in their hands! Some Veeranganas are 

Dunted 00.hoses, camels and aomeon plephants, 
Chronological two separate parts of the temple 

mples were built in the late thirteenth And foarteenth centuries. Hemadri or Hemadpant advocated this 

ethod, bence the name of this style of oonstruotion. 
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In time, these temples fall dnto two'weparate ypafts, Ote, temples büjlt fron the early eleve middle of the thirteenth ceitury, åndtwo, ete. Temples-built between13013$0.theré is an abu carvings on the early temples and on he, latertempies, it has gradtally becotne sparse and 

carvings are seldom seen. He can be tradi�ionally salled Hotnadpanti. ln fet, aD these temples the Indo-Aryan style, which evolved rom he üb-architectaral lands of Malon in torms of ard style. This style is somewhat different fromm that of Nagar and Dravidian and was first develop kings of Yadav and Shilahar dynasties. Later, Hemadpänt, a Yadav mínister, made some chang sculpture came to an end and remained only architectural. Some information about this can be fo 
books Samaranganasutradhara (eleventh çentury) and Aparajitpricha (Baraveshatak) on Vastu well as in the inscription of Singhan Yadav in 1231: The. temple has two types of layouts ( Chaturastra and Vrittasansthan (star-shaped). In coutrast, the statement s roughly star-shaped. w 
angBes of the stars in a circie. All the ternples at Anreshwar (Ambernath),. Gondeshwar (Sinna 
District), Devi Mandir (Patan, Chalisgaon Tauka):Maheshwat (Koknatban,, Nagar Distrie 
(Buldharna District) are legislative. The arigulat walls of the temple look steep & they. rise from th 
the top, and their heavines8 is. futher. enhanced by: the effect of the shadoWs. Therefore, the perp 
lines from the base to the. apex are less,visible The çonstrúction of this emple has squares in som 
but the foundation has. not been dug HÙwevet, wh¡tever the shape of the base, a very smu 
becomes the seat of the apex. Also, no lime or similar substance is used to join the stones. The 
buiit by cuting notches or grooves.on the cut, stoges and stacking then one on top of the 
grooves are cut in such a way that the, stotes stick togahet and seldom lcAd, ispoured to prev 
cracks. Horses, yards, males, grains; diamonds are, seldom: found on the tenple foor, however, i 
the temples, there.are layers of:grans, lotuses and di�mods.The shape of tbe. particke re 
horizoptal hole in the blade ot a doubl�-dged knife, Most,of the tenyplo are divded into sepa 
such as sanctum sanctorum, sanctum sanctorum hall and entrance. hal, Rarely is he, pavilion 
addition. to the main sanctum sanctorum, some templeghave two separate sanctum sanctorum 
several sub sancuaries. There is usually -onty one entrance but some tenples haye threc gak 
entrançe pavilion (Koppeshwar, Khidraput). Gondeshwar is the only panchayat-style temp 

Hemadpenthi semple complex, with sub-jemples of the Sun, Goddess, Vishnn and Ganesha 
comers. t is small in size and Gondeshwár is the largest,temple. of all. The peaks of these,) 
Hemadpanthi temples are characterized by a great balance between the structure of the peak and 
of the base of the temple. The lines of all the. corners of the temple run from the ground to the 
the small replicas of the peaks (thighs)-from the bottom to the top are atranged in a proportionat 
o that ail these small peaks seem to have fotted into, large peaks. The small peaks of this pe 
appear to have gradually asçended io the base of the Kootstambba, Their size gadually gets smalle 

top and it gives:the impression of an -overall: beautiful integrated peak. In this regard, 
Aparajitpricha states, Among the -remaining peaks, the peak of Sinnar's Gondeshwar tempie 
conditio The peaks of the renaining temples are, found in a half-fallen state; Some peaks hay 

landlocked, Akhough these peaks area.combination of the three archisecturak sryles.of the norh 
Latina and Bhumij, the elements of Bhamij architecture are visible inhem. Below: thepeaks, the 
these tenples sre also notable; Howver, they hYe relatiyely, ew types, In thi rogard, he has 
some temples in Gujarat and Malwa The ixre of local components. is, mostly found in the pl: 
roofs of the termples at Ambermath (Shiva) and Sinnar (Shiya) are of thé type of 'Savarna' mean 
shaped circular ascernded pavilions The pavilion of the Shiva temple at Tarjodga (Dhule district) 
a triangular roof with a pyramid-ike ascending steps.Later, the roofs .of the temples, which 

traditionally called Hemadpanti, have a simple, tapered shape or dome shape, and the size of 

seems to get smaller as the roof goes up. It is based on a small circular box with a lotus-shaped st 

centre, wbile some have a chandelier. The foofs of Zodge and Waghli are adorned with sculpture 

roofs of the early temples, along with gbonmeric structures, sculptures and vertical idols have bee 

on them from time to time. Like the roofs, the doorways of these tenples are adormed with Gand 

on them and other deities carved with their stigmas. The statues of Kirtinmakhe, Makar and K 

mainly carvéd on the threshold, The mahcava (oufer walls) óf these early HemadpaDthi-Yadav ten 

rich in sculptures, which are comparatively more' than the carvings on the pillars, doorway 

ceilings and peaks. The sculpture consists mainly of fythological deities along with natrative scu 

Dashavatar, Mahabharata, Ramayana, Krikhnakta ant Sutasundari. Theoetically, Kamashilpa (K 

and Jabreshwar of Pbatan) are found in some places. It has álso tried tö mnaintatn perfbct harmon 

architecture and sculpture. In fact, the beautiful combination f architectural'style 'and'sculpture 

in the construction of this temple. 
145 
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sion 
This style is often terined as Henadpent The name is derived from the Hemadri alias 

apant of the Yadav period, who was the patron.minister of Yadav Raja Mahadev (c. 1261-70) and 
minister of Yadav Raja Randevrao (c. 1271-4341). There is a tradition that Hemadpant built 

Kmples and encouraged the constructign of tenples. He must have built about three hundred tenples 
prpayation of Hinduism however, inany temples of this period were built about one hundred and 

pars before Hemadpant. Therefore, to cal.all. the temples of the Yadav period Hemadpanti would be 
at and wrOng in time because by eutioning the Krishnadev's Nandgaon inscription (1254-55). Vs. 

SSN: 2229-4929, July 2021, Special lsue, Volume 
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savs, 'From the temple in which this articie was found, this temple is of Yadav period, built by 
panthi (Hemadpanthi)' However, it does not seem that Hemadri first introduced this style of 
re in Shake 1177, i.e. 1255, as Hemadri emerged.during the time of Mahadey. The.sane.opinion is 
sed by Hcùry Cousins in the book Mediesal Tecaples of Deccan, and by James Bergesia while 

cing the temples at Nilange and Narayanpur So it would be fair to call this architectuçe. Yadav 
cture. 
nce 
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